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ABSTRACT

A work holder capable of measuring the amount of distortion
occurring in a part as the part is machined, processed. treated,
or otherwise operated upon and methods of using the same fi1r
quality control and process monitoring purposes. Indirect
measurement ofthe distortion occurring in the part eliminates
the need to individually strain gauge each part.
5 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 3: Flow chart of quality control procedure based on distortion signature
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FIG. 4: Flow chart of quality control procedure based on amount of distortion
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FIG. 5: Flow chart for evaluating proper operation of treatment process
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FIG. 6: Flow chart for real time evaluation and adjustment of treatment process
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\1ETIIOD A'\D APPARATUS FOR SENSING
DISTORTION

other process that is capable of monitoring, measuring.
recording or otherwise sensing the mechanical distortion of
the part as it is subjected to the process.· J he distortion sensing
work holder is preferably capable of monitoring, sensing, or
measuring the mechanical distortion of the part as it is
machined. treated or otherwise operated upon.
By way of description, a preferred embodiment of the
distortion sensing work holder would be used in the following
mallller: A part to be treated is clamped in a work holder. Once
the part is clamped it is attached to a link.age such that the part
is in mechanical collllmlllication with an elastically deformable dt:ment. The linkage may be altache<l Lu !he part with
bolts, clamps, and the like, or specially designed grippers
where-in the gripping faces of the gripper correspond LU the
contours oJ the specific parl. Vl'Tith the part secured <md in
mcchanirnl cmm11u11icaLion >vith Lhc claslically dcform<1blc
clcmcnL Lhc pmt is treated by bumislung, l<1scr shock peening
or other similar surface treatments. As the par! is treated,
dislortions in !he part that may rcsulL from the treatment
process arc conm11micalcd, via the linkage, to the elastically
deformable and recoverable element. Strain sensors or
dcllccLion sensors mounted on Lhc dcliJm1a bk clement sense
the distortion and output a signal corresponding to the magnih1de of the distortion. 'l his signal is recorded throughout the
LrcaunenL process. Based on this signal, a distorliun signature
indicative of the distortions experienced by the part over the
course of the treatment procedure is compiled for that particular process and part combination. This signature may then
be utilized t<.1r quality control and process evaluation purposes for subsequent treatment procedures.
In another preferred embodiment of the invention, the distortion sensing work holder pmvides a means for monitoring
the repeatability of machining, treating, or other procedures
as a measure of quality control.
In another preferred embodiment of the invention, the distortion sensing work holder is effective for providing a means
tn monitor a machining, treating, or other process to ensure
proper operating conditions for the process.
In another preferred embodiment of the invention, the distortion sensing work holder is effective for providing means
for monitoring the progress of a machining, treating, or other
process and to prnvidc corrccLivc acLion when Lhc process
deviates from acceptable or established parameters.
In another preferred embodiment of the invention, the disLortion sensing workhoklcr is clTcctive for providing <111 apparah1s for securing a part during a machining, treatment, or
other process th<1t is capable of monitoring, measuring,
recording, or other.vise sensing the distortion ofa p<1rt <JS it is
subjected Lo the process, u Lilizi..ng the output of such an apparntus to develop a dislortion signaLure for the p<1rticular process; and utilizing the distorLion signature Lo moni.Lor the
process for abnormal operating conditions; and utilizing the
disLortion signalurc as <1 qualiLy conLrol measure for imlividual parts.
In another prcforred embodiment of the invention, the distortion sensing work holder comprises a means for securing a
part being treated; a rigid, elastically deformable and recoverable materia 1 fixed! y lltta ched to the securing means: a
means for mechanically linking the part being operated upon
tn the rigid. elastically deformable and recoverable material:
a means for measuring the strain developed in or the deflection of the material; and a means for capturing and recording
the output of the strain or deflection measuring means.
Tn another preferred embodiment of the present invention.
the distortion sensing work holder comprises a means for
clamping a part, the clamping means having a base integrally
formed with a support member for supporting the base on a

CROSS-REFERENCE TO PRIOR APPLICATION
'lhis application is based on and claims benefit to U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 11/152.G 12, filed on Jun. 14, 2005,
which claims benefit to Provisional Patent Application Ser.
No. 60i57l).489. filed Jun. 14, 2004.
BACKCrROlJNI) 01 TI IE INVJo:NTION

This invention relates to an apparatus for securing a part,
such as a work holder or fixture, capable of monitoring,
sensing. or measuring the mechanical distortion ofthe part as
it is machim:d, Lrc1Hcd or other.vise opcrnhxl on.
It is well known that metallic parts, such as aircraft engine
parts, may distort when subjected to processes such as burnishing, shot peening, laser shock peening, or other similar
trcalments. These dislortions me caused by compressive
stresses that are introduced and tensile stresses that develop in
the part as a result of such processes. A part may be subjected
to processes such as burnishing, shoL peening or l<1scr shock
peening to improve the parts resistance to stress rchitcd failure mechanisms. The benefit of such processes is obtained by
inducing compressive stresses in the surface of the part.
Mewllic materials treated in such a manner respond to the
inlroduction ofcomprcssivc stresses by bc-ing scll~cquilibrat
ing. Thus, as compressive stresses are introduced in the part,
reacting tensile stresses form elsewhere in the part such that
all li.Jrccs within the volume of the parl sum to zero. However,
as tht:se stresses devdop. the makrial fonning the part may
react by distorting to accommodate the introduction of new
stresses.
One problem associated with such distortions is that they
go beyond the acceptable engineering tolerances for that particular part. While the mechanisms that cause distortion are
known and understood, monitoring individual parts tl1r
excessive distortion beyond acceptable engineering tolerances has been difficult because of the various factors that
contribute to distortion as well as the complexity ofmany part
designs. F<1clors th.al have been found to contribute Lo disLortion include the type, magnitude and pattern of stress introduced in the part, the particular method by which the part was
treated, the matcrial(s) from which the part is made, and the
particular geometry of the part. A.nother subst:mtial faclor
which impacts distortion are variations in individual parts,
most notably in parts being treated that have already undergone some service lifo <1nd arc bc-ing rcm.anufacLurcd or rdurbishcd. Under such circumstances, it bccmncs even more
critical to monitor the response of each individual part to the
treatment process for quality control purposes. Jlt1rthermore,
for parls h<1vi..ng complex geometrics, such <1s gas turbine
engine blades, it is diHicult Lo me<1s1Jrc the degree Lo which the
part may have distorted, especia11 yin the context ofa si 1.eah1e
manufacturing operation.
Accordingly, unLil now, it h<1s been imprncLical or unduly
laborious Lu measurt: imlivi<lual parts <m<l !hereby asses s
whether a part has been adequately processed or whether a
particular trcaunenl opcrntion h<1s caused disLortion beyond
acceptable engineering tolerances. Therefore, a need exists
for H relatively inexpensive method and <1pparntus for determining the distortion or a part. as a result or a tre<1tmcnt
process and that is easily implemented in a manufacturing
environment.
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The subject invention relates to a distortion sensing work
holder for securing a part during a machining, treatment, or
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conventional tool holder: a rigid, elastically deformable and
recoverable material in the shape of a beam, the beam having
a first and second end, the second end being fixedly attached
to the base of the clamping means: strain ordeflection sensing
means fixedly attached between the first and second ends of
the beam and between the beam and the base of the clamping
means: a linkage for com1mmicating distortions from a part to
the beam, the linkage having top and bottom ends, the bottom
end ofthe linkage being fixedly attached to the first end of the
beam, the top end of the linkage having means for gripping
and releasing the end of a part opposite the means for clamping: a means for monitoring, recording over lime, <md <malyzing the output of the strain or deflection sensing means, the
means fi_ir monituring, rcconling, aml analyzing having a
hrnnan readable display orthe in.kmnation collected.
ln another preforrcd embodiment ofLhc invention, Lhc distortion sensing work holder comprises a means for securing a
part being treated: a means for measuring the deflection orthc
part. being Lrc<1!ed: and a means li:x capturing <1ml recording
!he out.put or !he dclkction mc<1suring means.
ln another preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the disLortion sensing work hokier cumprises a me<ms for
clamping a part, the clamping means having a base integrally
formed with a support member for supporting the base on a
convcnlional tool holder: sclcc!ivcly position<1bk dclkc!ion
measuring means: and a means for monitoring, recording,
and analyzing the output of the deflection sensing means, the
means for monitoring, recording, and analyzing having a
human readable display of the information collected.
Another preferred embodiment of the invention is a
method for using a distortion sensing work holder for quality
control purposes. The method comprises the steps of placing
a part to be machined, treated or otherwise operated upon in
the distortion sensing work holder; obtaining a distortion
signature for the particular operation by recording the output
of the strain or deflection sensing means as a ftmction of time
or the position of the tooling during treatment: comparing the
recorded distortion signamre against a known or verified signature for the same operation on the same part; detem1ining if
the part is acceptable based upon the comparison between the
known signature and the recorded signanlfe.
ln another preforrcd cmbodimenl or !he prescnl invention,
the apparan1s is used in conjm1ction with a method for determining abnom1al operation ofthe equipment operating on the
part. The method comprises placing a part lo be machined,
treated or otherwise operated upon in the distortion sensing
work holder; obtaining a distortion signature fi_ir the parLicular operation by recording the ou Lput. oJthc strnin or ddlcction
sensing means: comparing the recorded disLorlion signature
against. a known or verified signature for !he same opera lion
on the same part: dc!cm1ining if the parL is acn..11!<1bk based
upon the comparison between the known signature and the
recorded signalurc.
·111e method and apparatus of the present invention can be
used to measure the distortion occurring in parts with a high
length to cross-sectional area ratio including, hut not limited
to. UJrbine and compressor blades, turbine and compressor
vnnes, stator vanes, inlet guide vanes, impellers, propellers,
pmpulsers, aircraft skin materials, medical implant devices,
and other various and sundry applications too numerous to
mention herein.
Other embodiments and advantages of the invention will be
apparent from the following description, the accompanying
drawings and the appended claims. While the methods and
apparan1s described constitutes preferred embodiments of the
invention, it is to be m1derstood that the invention is not
limited to the precise method and apparatus, and that changes

maybe made therein without departing from the scope of the
invcnlion which is dclincd in !he <1ppemlcd claims.
1m.ll\JI J)l'.SCRIPTION OJITlll·: lmA\VINCrS

To prnvidc a more compklc understanding or !he prcsenl
invention and further features and advantages thereof reference is now made to the follmving description taken in conjunclion wiLh tl1c accumpanying drnwings, in which:
10
1:Ic-J. I is a schematic illustration of a preferred embodiment of the distortion sensing work holder that is the subject
of the current invention:
J."I(i. 2 is a schematic illustration of another preferred
embodiment of the distortion sensing work holder that is the
15 subject of the current invention;
1:Ic-J. 3 is a flow diagram of a quality control procedure
utilizing a distortion signature:
fTG. 4 is a flmv diagram of a quality control procedure
based on the am01mt of distortion obtained by an operation:
20
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for evaluating the proper operation
or machinery in a treatment opcrnlion; m1d
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram for the real-time evaluation and
adjustment of a treatment process.
25
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6.5

Although the foregoing invention has been described in
some detail for purposes of clarity of understandings, it will
be apparent that certain changes and modifications may be
practiced within the scope of the appended claims. Accordingly. it should he understood that the present disclosure is to
be considered as exemplary of the principals ofthe invention
and is not intended to limit the invention to the embodiments
and the specific examples illustrated and the invention is not
to be limited to the details given herein, but may be modified
within the scope and equivalents of the descriptions and
examples contained herein.
Referring to FIG. L the work holder 100 for measuring the
distortion of a part 101 is shown. For illustration purpo ses the
part 101 shown is a blading member of a gas turbine engine.
Preforably, work hokier 100 comprises a base 102 integrally
formed with an extension 110 and a sup port member 104. The
support member 104 is standardized such that the work holder
100 may be secured in !he tool holder oJ a convcnlional
machine tool (not shown). A securing means 106 is rotatably
<1!Lachcd Lo the b<1se 102 vill the spindle 108. TI1e securing
means 106 is inLcrchangeabk and may include vices, damps,
colkts, slollcd coll11cctors, and other such means, and is
sclcct.cd based on Lhc geomclry of tl1c parl being opera Led on.
In lhc embodiment described herein, tl1c securing means 106
is a dovetail slot. The spindle 108 permits the securing means
106 lo be rotated relative to tl1c base thereby allowing 1lcxihility in the orientation of the part being operated upon.
A..tJ. elastically deformable and recoverable material member 112, which may he formed from metal, polymers, composites. or a combination of such materials, and in the form of
a beam, rod, pbte, and the like, is preferably flanged at one
end, is attached to the extension 110 hy fasteners 116 and 120,
preferably instrumented bolts. Interposed between the extension 110 and the elastically defomiahle and recoverable
member 112 is a spherical pivot point 114 that permits the
deflection of the elastically deformable and recoverable
member 112 in any direction relative to the base 102. Strain or
deflection sensing means 118, preferably inductive sensors,
capacitive sensors, lasers, ultrasonic sensors, mechanical sensors, transducers including LVDT displacement transducers
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and non-contact displacement transducers, strain gauges, air
acs, instrumented bolts, instrumcnlcd washers, ckctro-optic1Jl devices, lm1d cells, and olhcr like me<ms, arc <ittachcd in
various orientations along the length of the elastically
dcliJm1abk and rccovcrnblc member 112. A linkage 122 is
lixcdly alt1Jchcd to thcdisLal end oflhc daslically dcfornrnble
and recoverable material member 112. The linkage extends
upward and lcrminalcs in a gripping clemcnl 124 having
opposed gripping faces cap<ible of 1innly adhering to the
unique contours of the part being operated upon. Preferably,
the gripping faces arc adjusLable 1Jnd correspond lo the specific geometry oJ Lhc portion of the pllrt with which they
contact. l 1inally, the output ofthe instrumented bolts 116, 120
and the strnin or dcllcction sensing means 118 is kd Lu mc1Jns
for cllpturing, and rcconling !he ou Lpu LoJ the strnin or dcllcction measuring means. Such means 126 include computers,
strip dmrl recorders, mu!Li-rnctcrs, llml other similllr mc1Jns.
Prekrnbly, mc1Jns 126 comprises a compulcr controlled
monitoring system capable of collecting, recording. and analyzing U1c respective output signals.
By way oJ setup, the part 101, in this cxmnple a turbine
blade with a dovetail connector, is placed in the work holder
100 by first inserting Lhc dovetail cunncclllr into the dovetail
slol of the securing mc1Jns 106. The securing mc1Jns 106 is
then rotated to present the proper profile of the part 101 to the
operating Looi (not shown). With the part 101 oriented and
damped in place, the linkage 122 is posiLioncd such thaL the
gripping element 124 contacts the surface of the pm1101 on
tht: t:ml oppusik tht: st:curing rnt:ans 106. The gripping dt:mcnl 124 is Lhcnadjustcdso th<il il firmly grips !he cdgcorthe
part 101. As a treatment operation is performed on the p3rt
101, any distortions devduped in the part 101 are connmmic1Jtcd Lo !he daslically dcfomrnble and rccovcrnblc bcam 112
via the linkage 122. Any distortion of the member 112 is
registered by the strain or deftection sensing means 118 and/
or the inslrumcnlcd faslcncrs 116<iml120 llmlrccordcd by the
monitoring system 126.
Referring to FIG. 2, another embodiment of the distortion
sensing work hokier is shown. In Lhis cmbmlimcnL Lhc work
holder has a plurality of proximity sensors 202 attached to
positioning bracket204 which, in nm1, is attached to the distal
end of the member 212 and adjustably arrayed around the p3rt
to be trca led 201. The proximi 1y sensors 202 me selected from
the list including, but not limited to, capacitive sensors, inducti vc sensors, lasers, ultr1Jsonic sensors, inecillmical sensors,
LVDT displacement trnnsduccrs, non-contacL displaccmcnl
transd uccrs, s Lrain gau gcs, or air ga ugc sensors. 'lhc positioning bracket 204 employs means 206 forprccisdy positioning
the sensors 202 relative lo Lhc parl Lo be trcalcd 201. TI1e
positioning means 206 may be selected from the various
know means, such as digiLal micrometers, bmrel micrometers, and the like. "Jhe proximity sensors 202 are positioned
around the part to be treated so as to be able to measure the
parts position in the x, y, and 7. directions. A sleeve 208 is
placed around the distal end of the part 201 to provide a
uniform registrntion surface for interfacing the proximity
sensors 202 with the part 201. 'J11e output of the proximity
sensors 202 is fed to a computer controlled monitoring systern 226 capable of collecting and analyzing the respective
output signals.
By >vay of operation, any distortions in the part being
treated 201 will cause the part to deflect relative to the proximity sensors 202 which, in mrn, output a signal corresponding to the magnitude and direction ofthe deflection in each of
the x, y, and z directions . These signals are passed to the

monitoring system 226 that records the output of the proximity sensors before, after, and throughout the treatment operation.
Referring now to the flow diagrams of 1:K1S. 3-6, several
different methods of using the apparatus ofthe current invention for quality control and process monitoring are disclosed.
Referring to FIG. 3, in one preferred embodiment, the work
holder of the present invention is used for quality control
purposes. In step 300, a part is clamped in the >vorkholder and
operated on while a real time distortion signature is collected
as indicated in step 302. Thereafter, in step 304, the collected
signature is cornpart:<l to a known signaturt: for a successful
treatment operation. Step 306 consists of a decision point in
which the success of the opcrnliun is determined. Ir !here is
agreement between U1e collected <md known signatures, the
Lrca uncnL upcratiun lms been successful. If thcre is nu agreement bcLwecn !he known and collected signalurcs, !hen the
process proceeds to s!L'p 310 where the collected signalurc is
<illlllyzcd to dc!crminc if lln appropriate level or agreement
could be reached by further processing. TI1c process is either
repeo1ted to obtain the correct distortion or the part is otherwise discarded as imlicaLcd in step 312.
Referring now to 1-"ICi-. 4, in another preferred embodiment.
the part to be treated is clmnped in the work holder in step 400
while in sll-1J 402 a baseline dislortion mc<isurcmcnt is
obtained for the untreated part to assess the viability of the
treatment operation on that particular part. "Jhis measurement
is compared to similar measurements for known parts. lfthe
part prior to treatment, contains unacceptable levels of distortion the process is stopped and the untreated part is discarded. Otherwise the process proceeds to step 404. In step
404. a treatment operation is performed. lo'ollmving the treatment operation, in step 406, a distortion signature for the
treated part is obtained and the total amount of distortion due
to the operation is subsequently calculated in step 408. The
propriety of this amount of distortion is then evaluated in step
4"10. In the next step, step 412, a decision point is reached
based on the amount of distortion that has developed in the
part. If the amount of distortion is in an acceptable range, the
treatment is acceptable. If the di stortion falls outside of the
acceptable range, the process proceeds to step 414 where the
sigimturc is evaluated to dcLenninc iJ further LrcalrncnL will
yield an acceptable distortion.
Referring now to FIG. 5, in another preferred embodiment,
Lhc work holder is used to monitor !he treatmcnl equipment
for faulty operation. In step 502, a distortion signature is
collccLcd for a pmlicular opcrnLiun while in stl--p 504 this
sigimturc is cumpmcd to a known sign.aLtJrc for <i verified
opcrn Lion. ·1he ou Lcumc of this comparison is p<isscd LU the
decision poinL or stl--p 510. Agreement between Lhc lwu signatures causes Lhc process Lo proceed to step 508, and a
properly treated component is produ ccd. Di sa grccment
between Lhe Lwu sign1Jt.ures c1Juscs Lhc pmccss Lu proceed Lu
step 510 at which point the process is terminated and the
operating parameters of the machine arc reassessed in step
514.
Referring now to I:1c;. 6, in another preferred embodiment
of the current invention, the w ork holder is used to monitor
individual steps of a treatment operation and thereby adjust
treatment parameters to obtain the desired outcome of the
operation.;\ part is secured in the work holder in step 600. Tn
the next step, step 602. a distortion signature is collected fi1r
a given operation in the treatment process and subsequently
compared to a known distortion signantre for the same operation in step 604. lfthe signamres match, the process continues
to step 612 and the next treatment operation is perfom1ed as
the process is iterated. If the desired degree of agreement
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between the signatures is not found, the procedure continues
to step 610 where the treatment parameters are adjusted. The
same operation is then conducted on the part in step 614 and
the evaluation of this treatment is again evaluated beginning
with step 602.
Accordingly. the apparatus and method of the current
invention provide a relatively inexpensive and effective system for monitoring the distortion in a part as a result of
residual stresses induced in the part during treatment operations. By comparing the collected distortion signatures to
known distortion signatures, it is not only possible to monitor
!ht: process for quality control purpost:s, but lo also extrapolate the amount and location of residual stresses induced in
the p<:irt based on the dislorLion that occurs.
\\-'bile the meUrnd and apparatus described constitute pr<::krred embodiments oJ Lhc invention, it is tu be understood
th<:it the invention is nut limiLcd Lu the precise method and
apparatus, tmd that chimgcs may be made therein without
d(..-parling from the scope of the invention which is dclincd in
the appended d<:iims.
What is claimed is:
1. A mctlmd for cv<:iluaLing tl1e e1licacy uJ a tre<1tmcnt
operation for inducing residual stress along a surface ofa part
based upon the distortion developed in the part comprising
the steps of:
creating a verified distortion signature fiir a reforence part
having a desired amount of residual stresses induced in
the part:
coupling the part to be treated to a base effective fiir securing the part to be treated and attaching the base to an
elastically defi1rmable and recoverable material member
such that any distortions developed in the part to be
treated are communicated in real time to the material
member and wherein the material member havin12, strain
or deflection sensing means for measuring distortion or
strain along the material member;
performing a treatment operation on the part to he
treated to induce residual stresses along the surface of
the part:
measuring distortion or strain along the material member to create a collected distortion signature for the
parl being opcrntcd on;
comparing the collected distortion signature to the verified distortion signanlfe; and
assessing if imy deviaLions bclwcen the two signatures
exist and, if so, whether those deviations are substanti<:il enough to wmnnL discmding the trc<Jtcd parl.
2. A method for cvahrnLing the dlicacy or <:i surfocc treaLmenl operation conducted on <:i part based upon tl1e distortion
developed in the parl comprising the steps oJ:
dmnpi..ng Lhe parl Lo be lre<:itcd in lJ work holder having a
base;
<Jtlaching Lhe pmt to bl: treated Lu a base <Jml altaching the
base to an elastically deformable an recoverable material member:
acquiring a baseline signature for another part having a
proper surface treatment operation performed on the
part;
performing a treatment operation on the part to he treated;
determinin12, the total amount of distortion occurrin12, in the
treated p':i.rt as a result of the operation;
~
communicating any distortions developed in the part during the treatment operation to the elastically deformable
and recoverable material member to create a distortion
signanire:

assessing whether the total amount of distortion that has
developed in the tre<1tnl parl is within Lhc established
tolcrnnces Liu the pllrt;
comparing the distortion signature to the baseline signature
and assessing if any deviations between Lhc Lwu sign<Jtures cxisL amL iJ so, wheLher those deviations arc substantial enough to warrant discarding the treated part.
3. A method for <:isscssing the opcrntion oJ equipmcnl during a treatment process based on the distortion developed in a
part comprising the steps of:
damping the parL Lu be trL:<:itcd in a work hokier;
a 11 aching the parL to the work ho Ider and a Lt<Jching the work
lmlder to an elastically deformable and recoverable
m<:iterial sud1 Llmt <:iny distortions or stress developed in
the part during Lhe treaLment process is cummunicatlXI in
real time to the elastically deformable and recoverable
m<Jterial:
munitoring the disLorLion or or the strnin devcloplXI in the
elastically deformable and recoverable material and
measuring the disLorLion or the strain Lo create a dislortiun sign<:iturc while Lhc pmt is trcatLXI;
comparing, in real time, the distortion signature to a known
and verified signature for <mother part that had a similar
opcrn Lion performed thereon;
stopping the treatment should substantial deviations exist
between the distortion signature tmd Lhc known and
vcrilicd signaLure;
evaluating and adjusting the operational parameters based
on U1e dt:viation Jrom the known tmd verifit:d signature:
and
reprocessing the treated part.
4. A method oJ monitoring and controlling a tr<::atment
upcrnLion b<:ised on the distortion developed in a parl comprising the steps of:
creating a verified distortion signature for each step of a
succcssli.1! tre<:iUncnl opcrntion;
clamping the part to be treated in a work holder;
attaching the work bolder to the part to he treated and
attaching the work holder to a rigid, elastically deformable and recoverable material member such that the part
to he treated is linked to the material member:
performing a treatment step on the part to be tre~ted while
monitoring the distortion of the part in real time and
crt:ale a distortion signaturt::
measuring the strain developed in or the deflection of the
material member during the treatment step:
capturing tmd recording U1c strain in or the dc1lcclion o rthc
material member;
L:omparing tl1e distortion signalure with the verillcd distortion signatures for the same treatment step:
adjusLing control parnmcLcrs based on dcviaLiuns frum the
known, verified signatures;
f(..1Jcating the treatment s((..'P lo obtain an acC(..1J(ablc distortion sign<:it urc; and
r(..-pcating the method for one or more atklitional treatment
steps.
5. TI1c mctlmd or d<Jim 4 1Urtl1er includes the step ur
obtaining a baseline distortion measurement fiir the untreated
part to assess the viability of the treatment operation for that
part.
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